Through analyzing the principle of data sharing in the database system, this paper discusses the principle and method for integrating and sharing GIS data by data engine, introduces a way to achieve the high integration and sharing of GI.% data on the basis of VCT in VC ~ ~, and provides the method for uniting VCT into RDBMS in order to implement a spatial database with object-oriented data model.
Introduction
At present, the source of GIS spatial information is very extensive. The data to be processed with most popular GISsoftware are Arc/Info data, Maplnfo data, GeoStar data, MapGIS data, CoreiDraw data and so on.
The vector transfer format (VCT) among geo-spatial data transfer format is a normal one to implement the sharing of data r~j. It can realize the sheer transfer of all kinds of data and ensure the integrity of information.
Nowadays the integrating modes of present mapping data are mainly the transfer of data formats, but its shortage is that the users can not share all kinds of GIS data seamlessly. Therefore, this paper presents the method for accomplishing the integration and sharing of all kinds of GIS vector data by using data engine method on the basis of geo-spatial data transfer format.
Data integration
The difference of various GIS data formats takes much trouble in integrating and sharing information. On the other hand, it also provokes the software developers to try to resolve the problem of data sharing. Presently, for implementing the integration and sharing of multi-format data there are three methodstZ'3J: the transfer mode of data formats, the interoperable mode of data and the mode of directly accessing the data. the inner format, external format or some normal format of GIS software on the basis of understanding the specification of its format, then transfer it to the acceptable data mode and realize data sharing.
Transfer model of data formats
Although this method can resolve the problem of data sharing to a certain extent, it is difficult to really fulfill the data sharing owing to the difference in representation and emphases of all kinds of data formats. And it is easy to lose the information during exchanging with each other. At the same time, if the version of the data format is upgraded, the transfer module must be rewritten. Therefore, the method is an inferior sharing method, not good in opening.
Interoperable model of data
The interoperable mode of data is based on 
Mode of direct data access
The mode of direct data access is to realize data format access of other software in one With the data engine method, the drivers dynamically transfer the received request to the command format which the data source can
